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Come Snow
B y W il l ia m A . H a t c h
At long last, Maine Communities are stirring from their
Wintertime lethargy to discover unlimited recreational pos
sibilities in the months of the ice and snow. Maine is well
on her way toward claiming her rightful place as a full
four-season Yacationland.
nnHE “ O ld - f a s h io n e d W in t e r s ” that we hear of so often from
A those who can remember when, still come around every year
along about this time, despite the oldtimers’ recollections to the
contrary. W e still get snows just as deep; the thermometer goes
down just as far, and the winters last just as long as they ever did.
The only difference is that today the winter season is a time of year
that an ever-increasing number of people find themselves anticipat
ing pleasantly, rather than that period of hibernation between har
vest and plowin’ when the front rooms were closed off and the
family secured until Spring.
This year, W inter recreational activities are on the increase
throughout the State on a far greater scale than ever before.
Many new slopes will be opened for the skiing fraternity, the old
ones have been improved and more and more Maine communities
are finding a way to provide a suitable place for their people to
get out of doors and enjoy the W inter snows.
O n e of the most noteworthy exam
ples of what a community can do to
give themselves a year-round recrea
tional program can be seen in the
Town of Camden. This beautiful lit
tle seacoast town, already well-known
for its active summer schedule, has
provided a winter recreational area
second to none in the East for a town
of comparable size in developing the
Camden Snow Bowl. This is three
miles from the center of the town,
utilizing a natural amphitheater, with
Hosmer’s Pond for a floor and the
Camden Hills rising up on all sides.
A clubhouse has been erected at the
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edge of the open slopes, complete
with recreation rooms, sun deck and
cafeteria and kept warm and com
fortable with a new heating plant in
stalled this past Summer. From this
main lodge ski trails and slopes of
varying lengths and grades crisscross
the mountains and wind down to the
lake below. A modern tow takes the
skiier from the very door of the lodge
to the top of the slopes. A toboggan
slide has been bulldozed out of the
side of the incline behind the lodge
and with the first freeze Hosmer’s
Pond becomes a giant skating rink,
forming a base to this Winter arena.
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A warming hut has been built at the edge of
the pond and nighttime finds this a fairyland
blaze with colorful lights and music overflow
ing with fun and good fellowship.
Any Saturday or Sunday throughout the
Winter, the Snow Bowl is thronged with en
thusiasts, not only from Camden but from
miles around, taking advantage of the varied
facilities that the farsighted people of Camden
have made available.
The Snow Bowl, quite unlike Little Topsy,
did not “ just grow” ; it is the culmination of
years of hard work and the careful planning
of a united community which foresaw the
need of providing a place for their young
people to gather during the Winter months.
It is the result cf the inherent ability of
Maine people to get things done.
As an example of how this town of 3,000
residents went about raising the necessary
money to finance their snow baby: When a
1200-foot ski lift was needed for the project
and it was estimated that it would cost
twelve hundred dollars, they resorted to a bit
of Yankee ingenuity and effected the simplest
and most direct form of taxation on the town
imaginable.
A twelve-hundred foot ball of twine was
placed on sale at one of the local stores and
the people of Camden were sold their own ski
tow at one dollar a foot. This is the form of
direct action that gets things done down here
in Maine and this is the method that gave
every person in Camden a feeling of individ
ual ownership in their Snow Bowl.
It is becoming more apparent each succeed
ing year that age has no bearing on the en
joyment of a recreation area such as Cam
den’s. Even the most visionary among the
original planners of the project did not fore
see one result of their handiwork.
What
started out as a pilgrimage of the children
taking their parents along has gradually re
verted to a place for the parents to go where
they can take the children.
O t h e r c o m m u n i t i e s about the State are
following Camden’s example and have discov
ered that the need is there, the people want
it, and all that has been lacking is the initial
shove to start the ball rolling.
Farmington’s “ John Abbott Titcomb” slope
is another example of a cooperative commu
nity project that is paying valuable dividends.
This area is named for one of the town’s hon-
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ored World War II heroes and provides a
place of wholesome entertainment and recrea
tion for the region. This is another project
where direct action produced results.
When a quarter-mile gravel road was
needed to make the area accessible, such for
malities as appropriations and legislation
were not even considered. A call went out
for volunteers and 60 of the town’s business
men rolled up their shirt sleeves and built the
road. And so the pattern repeats in the cities
and towns all over the State.
Gould Academy at Bethel brought recogni
tion to the town last season with its excellent
ski team, winning schoolboy meets all over
New England. This year Bethel has con
structed a ski area in the town for the use of
the team and for the townspeople. Harrison
opens a new Winter sports area this season
on a slope near the town that promises to be
as fine a location as any in the State.
The tiny little peninsular town of East
Boothbay with a population of only 645 people
saw the need of providing the young people
with some sort of a winter program. Funds
were raised and a skating rink constructed,
complete with clubhouse, lights and public ad
dress system. This pond will be the Winter
time community center for the Boothbay re
gion.
From this tiny, sea-going finger of Lincoln
County to Bridgton’s imposing development on
the rugged slopes of Pleasant Mountain; from
the popular Bauneg Beg area of the SanfordBerwick region to the 3,800-foot chair lift at
Soldier Pond at Fort Kent, 500 miles away,
Maine communities are taking care of their
own and are providing the facilities for the
crowds to get out and enjoy themselves. If
there is any basis of fact to the old saw,
“ Maine has two seasons—July and Winter” ,
Maine communities are making the most of it.
Maine’s 32,562 square miles of varied ter
rain are ideal for Winter recreational devel
opment. Many areas have been built up,
more are being constructed and others will
follow. One of the pioneers in this field is
Bridgton. Pleasant Mountain has played host
to more skiers and would be skiers than any
other place in the State. This year three tows
will be in operation and the area will have
facilities to accommodate all classes of skiers,
and will be the scene of many ski meets and
winter carnivals.
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A n d o v e r , the home of the Pineland
Ski Club, deep in the heart of Snow
Valley, has often been compared to
the little European villages nestled at
the base of the Swiss Alps. Haley’s
Hill overlooking the vast Rangeley
Lakes Chain boasts the longest snow
season in Maine (Pine Cone, Winter
1947-48) with skiing from the middle
of November until long into March.
Outstanding jumpers from both this
Country and abroad perform with
breathtaking skill before thousands at
Rumford’s 60 meter jump each year.
The pomp and ceremony of the
Winter Carnival plays an important
part on the social calendar of most of
our Maine communities. Many will
be held around the State during the
coming weeks. Among these are the
lavish annual festivities scheduled at
Caribou, Andover, Norway, Rumford,
Farmington, Bridgton, Camden, and
innumerable others planned by local
communities and schools.
Three of the State Parks are now
utilized in the wintertime with tows
operating at Bradbury State Park in
Pownal, Lake St. George State Park
in Liberty, and on Quoggy Joe, at the
Aroostook State Park in Presque Isle.
Soldier Pond up in Aroostook has
a development of over two hundred
acres with a 3,850-foot steel cable
chair lift that enables thousands to
utilize the ski runs, trails and tobog
gan slides on either side of the Moun
tain. Other tows and winter sports
developments are located at Auburn,
Augusta, Bangor, Portland (Cumber
land), Bowdoinham, Casco, Lewiston,
Naples (Arrowhead Lodge), North
Gorham, Norway-South Paris, Poland
Spring (Mansion House) and Rumford. Many of these are lighted for
nighttime use.
Added impetus to this back-to-thesnow movement is provided by the
many organizations in the State tak
ing an active part in the Winter pro
gram such as the thirty-odd ski clubs
and winter sports organizations over
the State with membership in the
many thousands. The Maine Ski In
structors Association and the newly
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organized Maine Ski Council are
composed of those persons actively
interested in the promotion of Win
ter recreation facilities in Maine.
Skiing as a competitive sport is a
regular curricular activity on most
college, high school and academy cal
endars in the State. Competition is
keen in the slalom, downhill, cross
country and jumping events as the
proficiency of the schoolboy teams im
proves each year. And the spirit of
“ do or die” for good old Siwash is
just as apparent on the snow cov
ered slopes as it is on the diamond
and gridiron of the sports contests of
the Summer and Fall months.
R e c o g n iz in g
this trend toward
Winter sports, school officials of many
of the grade schools in cooperation
with the State Park Commission have
included Eastern Amateur Ski Asso
ciation Proficiency Tests as an an
nual event on their schedule. Each
succeeding year finds more and more
of these younger devotees of the hick
ory staves practicing their schusses
and turns weeks before the event in
preparation to competing against one
another under the critical eyes of the
members of the Maine Ski Instruc
tors Association.
As an indication of the increasing
demand for this type of winter sports
participation among the younger set,
the second annual proficiency tests
held at the Bradbury State Park last
year saw an increase in participants
of over six times that of the previous
year.
Our Winter picture of Maine would
not be complete unless we were to
include those who just like to get
out and show off their colorful win
ter costumes and absorb the pleas
ant sociable atmosphere of the ski
slope. To those who will take the
trouble to look back a few years it
becomes more apparent each year
that at the present rate of growth,
the time is not far away when the
popularity of the winter months for
the enjoyment of nature’s bountiful
array may be equal to, or even ex
ceed, that of the Summertime.
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Gl Dream Come Tru e
An early PINE CONE article leads to establishment at
Center Lovell of a showplace branch of Maine’s newest
industry— Chinchilla breeding.

A T E i n t h e S u m m e r o f 1945 , a n
e n v e lo p e w a s d e liv e re d to Lieut.
John A. K ane, U S A A F , at N uernb u r g , G e r m a n y . I n it w a s a c o p y o f
the then cu rren t P IN E CONE, w ith
an article and pictures on the W i l 
son C h in ch illa R a n c h a t B e r w ic k ,
tellin g th e s to r y o f ra isin g these
f a b u l o u s f u r - b e a r e r s in t h e S t a t e o f
M aine.
t

“ T h a t , ” s iii d J o h n t o h i m s e l f , “ is
f o r m e ! ” — a n d h e k n e w th a t his
fa m i l y ’s n e w h o m e at C en ter L o v e ll
w o u l d b e id e a l f o r his p o s t w a r p r o 
ject.

A t tilt* t i m e o f J o h n ’ * e n l i s t m e n t . lii.s p a r e n t s , » l i » h a d h e r n c o m i i i K
to M a in e f r o m N e w J e r s e y f o r m a n y S u m m e r s w i t h th e c h il d r e n , had
d e r i d e d t o b e c o m e p e r m a n e n t r e s i d e n t * o f t h e Pirn* T r e e S t a t e .
They
fo u n d a s tu r d y old fa r m h o u s e on a fo o t s p n r o f S ah attu s M ou n tain ,
C enter Lovell, and started rem od elin g.

P a t i e n t l y K a t h e r i i i K a hit
o f a u th en tie old h a rd w a re
and hand - saw ed boards
h ere and there, th e Kanes*
dream
h o u s e
grad u ally
ca m e in to h e in g and this
e h a r m in K s e t o f h u ildinK *
w a s th e result.

T h e p ^ K antic b a r n w a s m a d e i n t o a s u m m e r h o m e a n d th e g r o u n d *
te rra ce d and flow er* p lan ted.
P o w e r w a s f i n a l l y b r o u g h t in a n d t h e
house m odernized.
T h is w a s h o m e , th is w a s the p la c e J o h n w a n te d to
c o m e b a c k to and th is w a s w h e r e he w a n t e d his C h in c h illa R a n c h .

Inside th e barn, sta lls w e r e t o m
d o w n and w ith the ru stic b eau ty
and a r c h it e c t u r e r eta in ed , th e o ld
Imrn b e g a n t o t a k e o n a n e w lo o k .
Top left:
M a u r ic e K a n e ’ s ( d a d ’s)
r e t r e a t , t h e l i b r a r y , is t h e e n v y o f
h o o k lovers w it h its p riceless c o l 
le ctio n o f r a r e first e d itio n s . It ig h t :
T h e s ta irca se leads off th e m ain
room to the upper cham bers.
The
i m m e n s e s t o n e f i r e p l a c e , r i ^ h t , in
th e ce n te r o f the ro o m g iv e s off
w arm th
and eh eer t o the entire
place.
b o w e r left:
The bedroom s
a r e s i m p l e a n d n e a t l y f i n i s h e d in
e ith e r p in e o r w e a t h e r b e a t e n old
hoards.
T h e o r ig in a l lo n g u e and
g r o o v e d b ea m s w e r e reta in ed to add
c h a r m a n d a u t h e n t i c i t y ' t o t h i s fine
old c o u n t r y h om e.

I l»oii J o h n ' s r e t u r n a h o m e f o r C h i n c h i l l a s w a s e r e e f e d , n e s t le d o n
the e d g e o f th e s p a ciou s g r o u n d s behind th e hou se.
T h e b u ild in g w a s
d e sig n e d to th e e x a c t i n g r e q u ir e m e n ts o f the C h in ch illa b re e d e r w ith a
p i n e p a n e l l e d o f f i c e in t h e w i n g a n d l i v i n g q u a r t e r s a t o n e s i d e .

H a l s i n g - C h i n c h i l l a s is a n e x a c t i n g
science and a con stan t ch e ck
is
k e p t on each a nim al b y the use o f
a h osp ita l p ro g re ss ch art clip p ed to
the sid e o f ea ch pen.
T h is little
f e l l o w , r i g h t , p o s e s c o y l y w h i l e li is
p i c t u r e is t a k e n .

T h e S ab a ttu s C h in ch illa
I t a n c h s t a r t e d w i t h tin i d e a
in G e r m a n y , h o r n o f t h e
I ' I N E C O N E , tintl h a s b e e n
cu rried ou t b y en terp ris in g
J o h n K a n e to th e profit
a b l e i n d u s t r y t h a t it is t o 
day.
T liene
im m a e iila te
p e n s lioiiMe m o r e t h a n 50
a n im als and th e y represent
a v a l u a t i o n o f u p t o $ 60 0
ea ch . T h is sizea b le in v est
m ent n ils built up th ro u g h
in ten siv e r e s e a r e h and
h a r d w o r k anti J o h n ' s s u c 
c e s s a s a b r e e d e r is a t 
t r i b u t e d t o his p a in s t a k in g ;
reg a rd to d etails and s y s 
tem .

Beautiful M t. Desert Island

By

M ildred

D eser t I s l a n d , with its whole
mountainous uplift, lies at the
center of the coast of Maine and was
discovered by Champlain in Septem
ber of 1604 before the coming of the
Pilgrims to Cape Cod. It may truth
fully be called one of the most beau
tiful spots in the world. Acadia Na
tional Park is the only national park
in the United States on the Atlantic
Ocean.
There are times when the gates are
open and memory roams at will. To
people who have been born and bred
with the beat of a Mount Desert
storm in their ears, ’tis music never
to be forgotten, especially to those
who have spent years away. One can
close his eyes and almost hear the
wind as it howls at gale force down
through the break in the hills on
Somes Sound, where it touches Man
chester Point at Northeast Harbor;
and to many of us, we imagine it as
blowing harder and wilder there,
than at any other place on earth as
we long to hear again that old fa
miliar roar. But storms are not all
to be wistfully remembered.
One panorama never to be forgot
ten is the road leading from South
west Harbor to Long Pond—beauti
ful almost beyond words. It passes
through a thinly-populated district of
farmland and well-kept homes, with
grand old “ Western Mountain” tow
ering in the background. After pass
ing the little farms, the lonely road
winds through the hills and valleys,
losing itself in the dense foliage.
Finally, at the foot of the old
mountain is one of Mount Desert’s
most beautiful lakes, Long Pond.

M
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One must see it in the gathering
dusk, shortly after sunset, when the
mountain’s purple shadow lays like
velvet on its quiet surface to appre
ciate the God-given beauty. There
are no words that do it justice.
Often, during the short summer sea
sons, at twilight comes the sound of
a mandolin and someone singing.
Voices soften and hold that wistful
ness of all dim music heard in the
distance. Then, too, the never-to-be
forgotten summer sails by moonlight
down the bay— all beautiful!
As Summer turns into Fall, flam
ing October ebbs and with the gray
November days the hills begin to re
veal their honest, rugged stoniness.
With the first frost the stars lose
their softness and grow brittle and
cold. Always with the Fall days the
wind is filled with the heavy salty
twang of the shorefront and over all
can be heard the distant boom of the
ocean.
W e c a n r e m e m b e r the November
gales! Long after the homes were
stilled at night we would lie listen
ing to the rain lashing against the
windows and the wind screaming
through the treetops. Often during
the night the storm clears after days
of raging, and we wake at dawn to
find the whole eastern sky beautiful
and a wind blows in from the ocean
bearing the fragrance of fog.
Again we remember those hills and
lakes in the winter moonlight, as a
fairyland of frozen beauty! The cold
brilliance of the nights calls for vig
orous blood, the brittle air seems
ready to crackle into sparks and over
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head the stars throb in the black vel
vet of the sky.
Usually the first snowstorm comes
to the Island about the second week
in December to give us a white
Christmas. And for hours before a
single flake can be seen a soft bluegrey haze hangs over the mountains.
When at dusk the snow begins to fall
softly, it increases in its intensity
until at its height the wind comes
tearing down between the mountains,
piling the snow high and driving it
with a fury as it comes.
We also remember the sleigh rides
on a clear, stinging cold night. Rid
ing down through The Hollow by
Beech Hill, skirting tiny Echo Lake,
our voices mingling with the snap
ping birches and cracking ice, as the
wind cuts across it—that is no place
to loiter in February!
As children, some of us can re
member the skating parties on Hadlock Pond at Northeast Harbor, with
the great bonfire and steaming coffee
pots.
Everybody, young and old,
gathered around telling stories and
warming frozen hands and feet, the
firelight sending eerie shadows over
the lake.
The trip to Jordan Pond, that little

pond in the sky beneath The Bubbles
between Bald Mountain and Jordan
Mountain, is a place full of memo
ries, of delicious hot tea and muffins;
or famous chicken dinners beside a
huge fireplace in Winter, or on a
shaded porch in Summer.
S t o r m y M a r c h is short on Mount
Desert. The days lengthen, the snow
turns to slush and disappears. Win
ter is over!
The sun climbs high and as April
passes into May the air becomes
warm, and the residents are thinking
about the activities of another year.
Then again come the misty spring
twilights, and behind it all the beau
tiful mountains cast their protective
shadows. I recall the ending of a
poem:
“ Amid the calm, eternal
mountains, lakes and forests of
Mount Desert, is a Peace man did
not make— cannot mar.”
Many of us quote wistfully— “ Turn
backward, O Time, in thy flight, and
make us a child again just for to
night.”
Whatever it is, there steals over
us a feeling of belonging, filling us
with a sense of peace. We want to
go “ home” .

T h e f ir s t State-wide “ Boost Maine” campaign in 27
years has been launched by the Maine Publicity Bureau,
with Gov.-elect Frederick G. Payne of Waldoboro as hon
orary chairman. Harold F. Schnurle of Augusta and
Cape Elizabeth is active chairman of the Boost Maine
Committee and also is chairman of the Maine Develop
ment Commission.

The first county “ kick-off” meeting was held Nov. 29
at Lewiston, with 47 of Androscoggin County’s leading
citizens as county committeemen. It is planned to take
the “ Boost Maine” movement into every county in the
State during the coming year.
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The Maine Maritime Academy

Maine upholds its tradition of producing the finest mar
iners in the world with a full-fledged training program at
its own Maritime Academy at historic and charming
Castine.

T

he

M a in e

M a r it im e

A cadem y

at Castine, founded in 1941, is
carrying on Maine’s fine tradition as
the origin of Merchant Mariners who
are among the very best in the world.
It was not chance alone that at one
time made a large percentage of the
ship captains of the world residents
of Maine, although for a time when
iron succeeded wooden ships natives
of Maine clung to old ways and only
slowly adjusted themselves to modern
shipping.
They are again taking
more interest in big ships as well as
fishing vessels.
As the port of Rockland is becom
ing more important in Banks fishing
so the graduates of Maine Maritime
Academy are more and more found
in the employ of steamship com
panies of the country.
To see a
Maine graduate doing his job with
neat, quiet, ability in some far for
eign port is like a breath of the clean
salt air of his native coast. These
graduates are the explanation of the
requests coming to the Academy from
shipping companies for more men of
this stamp.
The boys who come to the Academy
are often the descendants of many
generations of successful sailors.
Most are from Maine but a limited
number of out-of-state boys are ac
cepted each year to broaden the cul
tural background of the student body.
The Academy’s task is to take these
boys of diverse background and in
terest and to give them the exacting
training which is required to make
them successful officers for the U. S.
Merchant Marine.

J4

To a student with the conception
of college training as ^ place of
books where physical activity is lim
ited to athletics, it is something of a
shock to learn that a “ Field Day,”
far from a day of track sports, is a
day when dormitory, classrooms,
grounds, Academy vessels, and docks
are all cleaned and scrubbed to the
exacting standards of the old clipper
ships.
When repairs are needed on build
ings, plumbing, small boats or dock,
only rarely is outside help used. A
“ working party” is assigned to a
Cadet Officer, boatswain, or instruc
tor and jobs which may later be
duplicated aboard ship are learned.
New Midshipmen of the incoming
class (Freshmen) have a nervous
period of a few weeks and are apt to
interpret these “ working parties” and
“ field days” as a form of hazing,
especially as they do much of the
manual work supervised and taught
largely by upperclassmen.
However, they soon take the mean
er jobs in stride and evaluate with
interest upperclassmen’s ability as of
ficers, note what they consider to be
mistakes and plan to do a better job
as leaders when their time comes.
Graduates have done the work them
selves and supervised others. With
this experience most of them turn out
to be strict but reasonable officers.
P r o f e s s io n a l l y trained instructors
at the Academy have to adjust them
selves to a routine in which manual
labor is on a par with book assign
ments.
On rare occasions classes
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As a military school, the Maine Maritime Academy conforms to a
carefully planned schedule, beginning with morning colors, as above,
in front of Richardson Hall, the main building.
may give way entirely to a work
project which requires “ all hands.”
If they disapprove at first they soon
come to see that these Midshipmen
will be not only officers but leaders in
the best sense, in that they can do
all the tasks which they assign to
their crew. •
Instructors are mostly men with
previous Merchant Marine or Naval
training. Some are Maine Maritime
Academy graduates, some from other
State Maritime Academies or Kings
Point and some from Annapolis. All
Superintendents have been Naval
Officers but they have clearly seen
that only part of Annapolis’ tradi
tions are suitable for the Merchant
Marine. They have each helped to
establish the tradition that Maine is
a working, studying school for both
students and instructors.
To be admitted, a boy must be a
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citizen of the United States, a high
school graduate and must have
passed English, Science, and Mathe
matics courses. He must pass a rigid
physical examination, and be between
the ages of 17 and 23 (24 for vet
erans and Merchant Marine person
nel). He must be unmarried and re
main unmarried while attached to the
Academy.
The expenses to the Midshipman
are not high because he is allowed a
scholarship subsidy of $65.00 a month
by the Bureau of Training of the
U. S. Maritime Commission and is al
lowed food and quarters without cost
to himself. This subsidy takes care
of most of his expenses. This cost
would probably be too much for the
State to bear if the Navy and Mari
time Commission did not contribute
more than half of the total costs.
The course at the Academy is three
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full years in length. Vacations are
limited to ten days to two weeks at
a time, totalling 30 days per year.
Of these three years, six to nine
months are spent on two or three
cruises on board a modern merchant
vessel especially fitted for training.
Since the war these cruises have
been made during the winter months
and go to warm or tropical regions:
The West Indies, South America
through the Panama Canal and up
the West Coast to California. While
on cruise the Midshipmen and In
structors make up the crew of the
Training Ship. An opportunity is
provided for all to use the equipment
of a modern vessel. Students who
made the South American trip take
pride in their certificates awarded by
King Neptune to those “ Shellbacks”
who have crossed the equator.
In addition to these long cruises
the Academy owns small boats for
rowing and sailing, a small tug boat
and a former Sub-Chaser of the
Navy, 110-feet long. These are used
for instruction in Seamanship, Navi
gation, and Engineering; and for
recreational cruises, occasionally over
the weekend.
D u r in g the three years at the
Academy Midshipmen study courses
in Engineering, Seamanship, and
Navigation in preparation for their
Third Mates or Third Assistant Engi
neers exams which are given by the
U. S. Coast Guard. They also have
related Mathematics, Physics, Astron
omy, and Meteorology courses. To
provide for the general education a
Merchant Officer may be expected to
have, there are courses in English
Composition, E n g l i s h Literature,
Spanish, Economic Geographv, and
U. S. History. Graduates are com
missioned as Ensigns in the U. S.
Naval Reserve.
For this training
Naval Officers are assigned to the
Department of Naval Science and
they teach the special subjects which
the Navy expects its officers to know
in addition to the knowledge learned
by a Merchant Officer.
Maine Maritime Academy is a Mil
itary School and all Midshipmen con
form to a carefully planned schedule
all of the time they are at the Acad
emy. If they have a free weekend
and stay at the Academy they still
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must conform to meal hours, reveille,
and uniform requirements. It is not
strange that during weekends more
than in most colleges, Midshipmen
are glad to go home where they can
live under less restraint.
Social activities for the Academy
are handled through the efforts of a
standing
Recreational
Committee
made up of class representatives with
a faculty member as supervisor.
This committee promotes a wellrounded schedule of receptions, openhouse affairs, football hops, class
formals, and company dances. A 15piece dance orchestra of Midshipmen
under the direction of a Midshipman
leader provides the accompaniment
to these occasions.
At intervals spaced throughout the
academic year, stag smokers are held
to develop the entertainment talents
of the student body. Fastidious prac
tice sessions plus the naturalness of
the contributors themselves make
these get-togethers enjoyable and oftsought-for occasions.
T h e o r g a n iz e d athletic program
provides the recreational balance for
the midshipman’s curriculum. Maine
Maritime Academy sponsors varsity
and junior varsity squads for the
three major interscholastic sports—
Baseball, Football, and Basketball.
These school representatives on the
diamond, gridiron, and court compete
with the various junior colleges, nor
mal schools, and junior varsities of
senior colleges throughout New Eng
land.
Intramural championships are held
each sports season and a trophy is
awarded the winning class team. The
restriction of varsity players from
these
inter-class
contests
afford
greater opportunity for the average
athletes to exhibit their skills which
results in a keenness of competitive
spirit not dwarfed by the varsity
squads.
Classes in physical education are
scheduled to provide a fitness pro
gram for the youthful midshipman
which includes as activities: Calis
thenics, foot races, rope climbing,
boxing, wrestling, sailboating, swim
ming, tennis, golf, and rowing. The
physical development and improve
ment of every midshipman is con
trolled through the Academy’s train
ing program.
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Besides small boats, the Academy owns a small tug and a former
sub-chaser, 110-feet long, shown here at the Academy waterfront on
an arm of Penobscot Bay.

The Legislature of Maine has au
thorized the Academy to grant a
Bachelor’s Degree in Marine Science
to its graduates. Thus, when a Mid
shipman has completed his course and
passed his third mates or third as
sistant engineers
exams
he is
awarded his license, a commission in
the Maritime Service, a commission
in the Naval Reserve and a degree as
B. M. S.
About half the graduates of Maine
Maritime Academy are serving at
sea, others have shore jobs with
shipping companies, others are en
gaged in related industries placed in
positions which their training has
fitted them for, and still others are
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continuing their education. During
the war the graduates of Maritime
Academies were welcomed as officers
in the Navy because they were
trained for immediate effective duty.
Whether graduates continue their sea
careers or not they are of great value
to the Country as trained citizens
and as a source of officers in the
event of another war. The money
and training contributed by the Fed
eral Government and the State is well
spent.
T he A c a d e m y is situated in a
pleasant setting in charming and his
toric old Castine on a quiet inlet of
the picturesque Maine Coast. This is
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an admirable setting for carrying out
the purpose for which the Academy
was founded. •
The Academy was founded for the
purpose of preserving the heritage of
the sea for the youth of the State,
and to prepare them for a life of
leadership in a manner which will
ensure that they may proudly carry
on the splendid tradition which the
seafaring men of Maine have estab
lished on every ocean since colonial
times. The State aims thoroughly to
prepare them for a life at sea as offi
cers in the United States Merchant
Marine and of the United States
Naval Reserve, and to inculcate in

them the high ideals and qualifica
tions worthy of those services.
That the Academy is fulfilling this
aim is evidenced by the fact that its
graduates have advanced rapidly in
the Services at sea, so rapidly that in
a short span of six years 114 of its
total of 564 graduates now hold li
censes in the two top grades in the
Maritime Service; 16 chief engineers,
28 first assistant engineers; 47 chief
mates, and 23 masters.
The State has no finer asset than
its young men who are going forth
to write its history at sea, and it is
to them that this Academy is dedi
cated.

So You Th in k You Know Maine!
These 25 questions are designed to test your knowledge
on the topography of Maine and on its nomenclature, its
flora, fauna and its minerals. If you can answer ten,
rank your self “ fair” . Fifteen correct answers would be
good and anything above that excellent. The correct an
swers will be found on Page 37.
1—

What are the former names of
the town of Hampden?
2— How deep is Sebago Lake?
3— Probably you’ve caught a sculpin.
How many species do we have?
4— How long is the Saco River?
5— Name the shire towns of Frank
lin, Waldo and York counties.
6— How many Maine brooks bear the
name “ Bog Brook” ?
7— What Oxford County town has
the greatest acreage in National
Forest?
8— Identify Bakerstown.
9— Where is Baker Island?
10— What body of water bears the
name of three topographical fea
tures?
11— Should swans be included in a
list of Maine birds?
12— If somebody told you he had
picked a fine specimen of Cypripedium reginae, what would it
be?
13— Name two minerals beginning
with the letter “T ” that are
found in Maine.
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14—

What is the area of Umbagog
Lake?
15— How many Maine lakes are
larger?
16—
17—
18—

What is a col?
What two Maine townships have
patriotic names?
What is a stickleback?

19—

Name four of the six principal
rivers.

20—

How many islands in Casco Bay?

21—

What Maine lake has a name 19
letters in length?

22—

Katahdin (5,267 feet) is Maine’s
highest mountain.
What moun
tain ranks second?

23—

What is the Indian name for
Lower Richardson Lake, one of
the Rangeleys?

24—
25—

Where is Luckse Sound?
Suppose you were an early
Maine traveler and your trip
took you from Narraganset No. 7
to Pondicherry. Where did you
go?
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VANDER MEER

CASEY

WEHMEIER

Big Leaguers Bag Big Game
National leaguers Johnny Vander Meer, ace hurler for Cincinnati
Reds; Hugh Casey, veteran fireball artist for Boston and Pittsburgh;
and Herman Wehmeier, promising Cleveland Indians’ rookie, came
to Maine this season as guests of the Guy Gannett Newspapers and
Executive Councillor Harold W. Worthen for a week of hunting at
Worthen’s lodge deep in the Maine woods at LaGrange. The Maine
Development Commission and the Maine Publicity Bureau arranged
details of the trip.

The trip started for the boys with a luncheon get-together with
sports writers at the Press Club in Portland as guests of Guy P.
Gannett, followed by an appearance at the Greater Portland Com
munity Chest report meeting (left) and an interview by Bud Cornish
of Radio Station WGAN (right). From here they went on to Bangor
for dinner after a stopover at the Veterans' Hospital at Togus in com
pany with T. Earle Doucette, left, State of Maine Publicity Director.

Governor Hildreth is
sues complimentary hunt
ing licenses to the three
as Fish and Game Com
missioner George J. Stobie
gives the boys a bit of
advice on the best way to
catch one of the elusive
white tails.

The cars are abandoned at LaGrange and the party prepares for
the three-mile hike into camp over the old logging road. The en
thusiasm of the boys is heightened by the sight of a big buck fol
lowed by three does crossing the roadway directly in front of the
cars on the drive in from the main road and they are eager to start
the hunt.

Left, below: Harold Worthen helps Van with his pack sack as
Herman and Casey unload their gear from the car. Laden with suit
cases, packs and guns (right) and with rain overhead and water
underfoot the party starts the weary walk to camp to join the guides
who are waiting there.

Camp looks good to the
weary party after pack
ing their luggage three
miles into the woods.
Casey helps Van get out
of his soggy boots as the
beys get ready for supper.

PSa»

Harold, bedecked in apron and cap, serves a batch of his famous
hunter's biscuits to the hungry crowd. Maine dishes of venison,
steak, lobster, oyster stew, and home baked beans made mealtime an
occasion to remember. A fter supper Guides Roy Perry and Alden
Cole brief the boys on plans for the morning's trip into the woods.

Upper left: The players are right
at home in “ The Maine Bull Pen";
right, a warm up session b e f o r e
breakfast with Casey on the mound,
Worthing catching, Wehmeier at bat
and Vander Meer behind the plate.
Backwoods baseball is played with a
Maine potato and a slab of pulpwood
for ball and bat. Below: Wehmeier
gets the first shot, but Casey brings
out first game as twilight finds he and
Perry trudging wearily into camp
ivith their prize.

A bit disgruntled all week
for getting his buck the first
time out, Casey, on the final
day in the woods made him
self the hero of the hunt by
bringing in this 210-pound
bruin.
Well pleased with
himself and
even
more
pleased with Maine hunting,
Casey declared that he was
bringing the whole national
league to Maine next year.

Final Score: Casey batted for a thousand with a 120-pound buck
and a 210-pound bear; Wehmeier, a 170-pound buck and Vander
Meer, a 140-pound buck.

PINE CONE Outdoors Editor

Amos M ottram ’s Christm as Morning
i n t h e Winter of 1923, Amos
Mottram, one of Northwestern
Maine’s more s u c c e s s f u l guides,
worked a 30-mile trapline out of
Sapling Township not far from Tarratine.
Townsfolk in Rockwood,
Bingham and The Forks may have
considered him eccentric . . . but Amos
really knew his woods and more than
a fair share of Mother Nature’s
wilderness secrets. Forty-three years
of guiding, hunting and trapping in
central and Northern Maine had rip
ened him into one of those rare indi
viduals who experience the feeling of
being completely in tune with wilder
ness mysteries . . . the everyday life
of creatures whose very existence de
pends upon o u t w i t t i n g natural
enemies . . . the most dangerous of
these being man. Of old Amos with
his pink-brown leathery skin and
windTwhitened wispy moustaches, it
might truthfully be said that he was
aged in the woods. . .
Having established himself in a
leased cabin, formerly a lumber camp
cook shack, on a wide bend of Boulder
Brook, Amos had better than average
success in the harvesting of furs. Red
fox, mink and otter were plentiful.
Several beaver flowages were near
enough to be worked and an oc
casional fisher hide could be placed
in cold storage in the cabin annex by
an experienced trapper like Amos.

B
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All signs pointed to a successful and
fairly prosperous Winter.
Toward the end of January, heavy
snows had made traveling much more
difficult than usual. Amos decided to
concentrate for a few days on the
beaver flowages lying on three sep
arate streams not far from the cabin.
Most readers will know that beavers,
after creating a flooded area and
building a house, will accumulate a
substantial supply of “ food wood”
under water before freezing weather
arrives. Their first choice is poplar
branches or alder sticks. These are
usually secured under water in fairly
large piles not far from their per
manent winter quarters. Rarely if
ever will a beaver venture ashore in
the woods during Winter to cut and
drag in more food wood. Being even
more provident than squirrels, they
almost always accumulate a supply
which is more than adequate for the
longest of winter seasons.
A m o s p la c e d traps in three of the
beaver ponds. During the first sev
eral days, success was his. Pelts, or
“ blankets” as they are called by
beaver trappers, began to pile up in
the cabin annex.
Then one morning as he tended his
traps he noted something unusual.
On Flowage Number Two (as he
called it) on Black Cat Brook, two of
traps were sprung. Ordinarily this
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in itself wouldn’t be significant, but
this was different. Both traps had
pieces of “ beaver wood” in their jaws!
(Beaver wood is identified by trappers
and woodsmen as a piece of poplar,
alder or other food wood, showing
marks of beaver cutting and usually
having the bark either partially or
wholly eaten off by one of these flat
tailed amphibious rodents.
Amos’s brow wore a puzzled expres
sion but he reset the two traps and
went back to his cabin. After readim.
two more chapters in “ The Life of
Theodore Roosevelt,” he dozed off to
sleep.
The next morning he went to Flowage Number Two at once instead of
making his usual circle on the low
land trapline first. To his dismay
five traps were sprung and each of
them had a piece of beaver wood be
tween the jaws!
Having complete confidence in him
self, Amos again set the traps, al
though the look in his usually placid
blue eyes showed that he was not
happy.
Completing the sets, he
crunched through the snow down to
the dam built by the beavers that had
c r e a t e d this particular flowage.
Standing on the sturdy dam in a
rather reflective mood, he glanced
downward casually and then sudden
ly stooped to inspect what he saw.
This was unusual. A beaver track
on the snow during winter! In itself
it was peculiar enough, but that
wasn’t what seemed to stun Amos. It
was the size of the track! More than
twice as large as the largest beaver
track that Amos had ever seen. This
imprint stared clearly up at him from
the soft wet snow!
Camp-strength coffee followed by
bacon and eggs next morning didn’t
seem to take the speculative look out
of Amos’s eyes. Without bothering
to carry out his usual task of tidying
up the cabin, he hurried over to Flowage Number Two.
This morning
things were slightly different. Three
out of the five traps were again
sprung and full of beaver wood. The
other two were gone!
Amos carefully inspected the long
slanting poles to which they had been
attached by staples and then pushed
downward, the lower end sticking in
to the soft mud of the bottom. On
these last two “ pole sets” the tender
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bouquet of alder sprigs he always
used for bait was still intact and at
tached in place not far below the ice
level. The lower part of the long
slanting poles still showed, sticking
up out of the black mud at the bot
tom of the pool. A three foot section
between these and the alder bait—
where he alivays attached the trap on
a little constructed platform — was
gone!
This state of affairs troubled Amos
deeply. He had always taken con
siderable pride in his ability to outwit
even the most c u n n i n g of wild
creatures. Here was a challenge, and
try as he would, Amos could not put
it out of his mind. As the days went
by, Amos began to neglect the rest
of his trapline. He shortened the dis
tance and put out fewer sets, in order
to have more time at “ Flowage Num
ber Two.”
Spring came nearer and nearer, but
no solution of the problem at Flowage
Number Two came with it. Then one
warm afternoon n^ar the first of
March just after a soggy melting
rain, it happened!
Amos was ap
proaching the trouble spot for the
third time that day. Coming slowly
up a little hardwood ridge that over
looked the ice-coated beaver pond, his
gaze wandered to the thick mudpacked dam. Suddenly Amos froze in
his tracks. There on the dam beside
a small spot of open water was the
most tremendous beaver he had ever
seen!
A quick appraisal told Amos that
this animal would certainly weigh
over 100 pounds!
(A good-sized
beaver by usual standards weighs
about 60 to 65 lbs.)
Amos held his breath and his right
hand strayed instinctively toward the
trapper’s pistol slung on his belt at
that side within easy reach. Some
small sound or sign must have come
from his direction. The great beaver
turned and looked at him. Amos’s jaw
dropped. There on the side of the
beaver’s head, just back of the left
eye, was a silvery-white spot about
the size of an apple! Amos had never
seen or even heard of anything like
this before. (It reminded him of his
second cousin, Isabel, who lived down
at Skowhegan. Isabel had a streak
of snow-white hair running back from
her forehead more than an inch wide,
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through an otherwise all black head
of hair, but the beaver was prettier.)
For a long moment Amos and the
beaver watched each o t h e r and
neither moved. Then the big animal
slid unhurriedly and with great ease
into the black pool and disappeared.
Amos stood for some minutes without
moving, his face a study in human
emotions, muttering to himself: ‘'Old
Spot Head . . . that’s what he is . . .
Old Spot Head . . . and I’ll get him
yet!”
Brooks were running faster and
the white blanket of snow took on a
soiled-gray look as it melted rapidly
under gentle spring rains. It was
time now to pull up traps and think
about the many and varied activities
that come with Spring in the Maine
woods. There were maple trees to be
tapped, smelts to be dipped and the
old green motor boat at Moosehead
needed painting. The first guiding
work for early fishermen was just
around the corner.
Amos broke camp and came out to
town to attend these matters. The
check received for his winter’s furs
was much smaller than usual. Ordi
narily Amos would have put it down
to poor luck and forget it all, but
this winter’s episode really troubled
him. Now he knew the mystery of
“ Flowage Number Two” and he
couldn’t seem to get “ Old Spot Head”
out of his mind.
S o o n a f t e r the first of May, Amos
greeted me on my annual “ ice-out”
fishing excursion. Streamer flies were
not developed to the present day effec
tiveness that year but we had a suc
cessful first day, using sewed-on
smelts and a home-made Barred
Rock “ trailer fly.”
Amos seemed moody and quiet
which was much unlike him. Late in
the afternoon of the second day his
silence gave way to confession and I
listened intently to his tale of the bat
tle at Flowage Number Two. There
was no doubt about it, Old Spot Head
presented a challenge that burned
deeply into the pride and soul of
Amos Mottram. I wondered where all
this would end.
From all accounts, Amos guided
many parties that Summer. Several
friends of mine who followed his ad
vice on lake and stream later told me
that Amos was not his old self. Later
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that Summer one of the other guides
related to me how Amos had spent
countless hours on the mossy point
beside his summer camp, staring into
the water and muttering to himself
in a strange reflective solitude.
My next report of the near tragic
climax to this unusual situation came
to me from Irving Hamilton of Seboomook nearly a year later. As all
records of that year will show, the
Winter of 1924-25 came early and
without warning. Maine lakes and
ponds were frozen solidly, even before
the first of November. Heavy snow
blanketed more than half of the State
from Norway and Paris north and east
well b e f o r e Thanksgiving.
This
sharp weather caused most furs to be
come prime many weeks earlier than
in normal years and feverish activity
was apparent among trappers anxious
to take advantage of an early start.
Still smouldering with bitterness
from his experiences with the great
beaver the previous season, Amos de
cided to work a trapline out of his
own cabin, nearer the headwaters of
the Kennebec, some 20 miles west of
the troubled spot.
He apparently
reasoned that he would be near
enough to get over to Flowage Num
ber Two at least once a week, in case
Old Spot Head was still there, and at
the same time he would be operating
mostly in fresh territory that had not
been worked over to any degree for
several years.
Amos’ own cabin was located near
the bank of Alder Stream on a little
beech knoll. About 100 yards below
the camp, on the opposite side, Bog
Brook came in from a swamp toward
the east and contributed its waters to
Alder. As Amos came in over the
trail to camp, heavily loaded with sup
plies, a new beaver dam and flowage
near the exit of Bog Brook brought
pleasure to his eyes. With provisions
well stocked, Amos started prepar
ing for winter trapping operations
a day or two after opening camp.
Four or five days passed by while
he surveyed the country, taking care
ful note of all wildlife signs and lay
ing out the course of his trapline.
The following day, shouldering his
pack basket he started the 20-mile
trek on snowshoes to look things over
at “ Flowage Number Two.”
The
traveling was good and Amos arrived
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at the old cabin late that afternoon.
Without even dropping the heavy
pack, he continued on to the beaver
pond where he had known his first
r e a l defeat.
Expectantly, Amos
looked for the usual signs. Nowhere
could he find evidence of fall cuttings.
The pond seemed much lower. Amos
trudged to the beaver dam. Looking
down, he knew at a glance that the
flowage was uninhabited. Water was
seeping through the barrier in all di
rections. Old Spot Head had left the
flowage!
That night, Amos rested at the
nearby cabin. Long before the slow
winter dawn arrived, the old guide
had started back to his new base of
operations. His face wore a some
what more relaxed look than it had
been on the outward leg of the trip,
but it would be difficult to say which
emotion held the upper edge in his
mind, disappointment or relief.
Back at his own cabin, Amos took
up the business at hand with hardy
vigor. The first week’s catch was en
couraging and Amos looked forward
to the days ahead with quiet pleasure
in his thoughts. If things went along
like this, he figured, perhaps he could
swing that tricky new outboard motor
he’d seen in Arnold’s window at
Waterville, come Spring.
Two days of bad weather slowed
things down a bit about then but it
gave Amos a chance to divert atten
tion toward the new beaver flowage
almost under his nose on Bog Brook
below camp.
Observing the usual
signs, and a few others known only
to him, Amos calculated that there
must be five or six beavers in this
new colony. He placed his traps and
returned to the cabin.
Two mornings later, one large and
one small beaver skin were added to
the Mottram bag when he checked his
sets on the little pond just down the
brook. That old feeling of solid con
fidence in his own knowledge of all
wildlife, and in particular of beavers,
began to seep back. Amos hummed
“ Just A Memory” as he tossed “ flapjacks” with faultless accuracy over
the red hot camp stove that evening.
He even brought out and opened the
special jar of home-boiled maple
syrup that the Widow Boothby had
tucked into his pack with a knowing
smile just before he left West Forks.
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The next morning Amos decided to
look at his traps on the nearby flowage before following the long trapline. Just a flaking of new snow
had fallen during the night.
He
brushed it aside and looked down
through the clear black ice to inspect
the first set. A sprung trap with a
piece of beaver wood between the jaws
met his eyes!
Refusing to believe it, Amos seized
his camp axe and hastily chopped the
“ pole set” out. His eyes hadn’t de
ceived him.
There was no doubt
about this! With some nervousness
he examined the next one. It proved
to be the same. In feverish haste he
rushed to the last two. They, too,
were “ sabotaged”— loaded with beaver
wood.
A sinking black suspicion
crossed Amos’ mind. He brushed it
aside and went on to cover the rest
of his trapline, which incidentally
brought fair to good results. In his
travels that week Amos couldn’t get
the coincidence out of his mind.
One late afternoon nearly a week
later while tending his sets for mink
just above the head of the frozen
pool, Amos heard a slight splash.
Glancing up he saw a dark brown
head in the small area of open water
where the brook flowed over the
beaver dam. Bracing himself on both
knees, he watched. This beaver was
gigantic! It couldn’t be! Swinging
around to swim the short length of
open water in the current a distinct
white patch showed on the side of his
head! The left side!!
Amos leaped up, dropping trap,
drag and all to the ice. By all that
was Holy! . . . it was Old Spot Head!!
Seeing Amos as he jumped to his
feet the great beaver paused motion
less and, after regarding Amos quiet
ly for a moment, sank slowly out of
sight in the dark water. It couldn’t
be true, but as Amos thought it over
afterward, he wasn’t so sure.
It
seemed to him as though the big
beaver had parted his wide yellow
chisel teeth and grinned at him for
just a split-second before he sank.
The old man went back to his cabin
without re-setting the last trap.
Slumping into an old morris chair he
sat motionless before the fire. Hours
later, he drowsed off, still in the chair,
and didn’t awake until the dreary
winter daylight was s t r e a k i n g
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through the hardwood ridges high
above his spruce log shack.
In a mood of grim determination,
Amos planned several entirely new
tricks, especially for the benefit, or
detriment, of Old Spot Head. In the
days that followed, not one of them
proved even remotely successful.
Lapsing into a slightly hysterical
frame of mind during the second week
after discovering his old enemy, Amos
donned rubber boots one afternoon and
went down to the beaver dam.
With a feeling that what he was
about to do was surely unsportsman
like, Amos nevertheless proceeded to
rip a large hole in the dam. He then
placed two traps adjacent to the lo
cation of the break. Then, seizing
his long axe, he cut a large hole in the
ice directly over the colony “ foodwood” pile. Working with a long
pole and a rope he managed to drag
nearly two thirds of the poplar wood
pile up through the hole and up the
little knoll to a spot near his cabin.
A combination of extreme mental
and physical exhaustion lulled Amos
into a heavy slumber not long after
dark that evening. Some time during
the early part of the night he was
awakened by a terrific crash. Dishes
fell from the shelves and broke in the
tiny cabin and a loud metal thump
from outside told Amos that among
other things the camp stovepipe
chimney must be also down. Rushing
outside in his stocking feet, he saw
that a sturdy maple tree, at least
eight inches through at the butt, had
fallen across the cabin roof.
Inside again, slipping on his boots,
Amos picked up a flashlight and
started out to take stock of what had
happened. The tree, not fifteen feet
from the cabin, had been cut almost
all the way through on one side, the
cabin side, since dark. Chips were
scattered around the remaining stump
and wide chisel-like tooth marks on
the new cutting gave unmistakable
evidence that it was beaver work!
Amos was shaken. With a certain
silent tribute in his heart, he started
at once to carry the pile of food-wood
he had taken from the pond earlier in
the day back to the flowage. Break
ing the ice which had already par
tially reformed, he dropped the sticks
piece by piece back through the hole
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and then went wearily back to his
bunk beside the big wood stove.
Several days later, on a zero morn
ing, the narrow foot-bridge that Amos
had earlier constructed across fast
running Alder stream, collapsed with
out warning and dropped him into the
icy waters below. Suspecting that
hard freezing had made the support
ing poles brittle, Amos looked things
over with a view to making repairs.
The old trapper’s jaw became set with
a prominent bulge when he saw that
the up-stream pole had been freshly
cut more than three-fourths of the
way through! There were the chisel
like beaver marks! This thing was
really getting serious!
As the cold December days grew
shorter and shorter, the battle of wits
near Alder stream continued without
abatement. Amos tried every trick
that he’d ever heard of in addition to
a dozen or more experimental theories
of his own. Old Spot Head proved
equal to every occasion.
Late in the month, the 24th, to be
exact, a drenching rain ending in a
heavy ice storm hit Central and
Northern Maine. Streams rose, snow
melted and ice turned black and soft
in many places. Woods traveling was
so uncomfortable and difficult that
Amos remained in the cabin almost all
of that day. Sitting before the fire,
blowing smoke rings from his bat
tered old French brier, his thoughts
were principally directed toward
some method of outwitting Old Spot
Head.
In the course of his musings he re
called the old Indian method, passed
down to him by his father. Yellow
cowslip roots for bait, particularly in
mid-winter! Then he remembered!
The Widow Boothby had slipped two
jars into his pack sack. He had been
thinking about the maple syrup and
her quiet understanding smile at the
time. He’d forgotten until this mo
ment that there were two jars, and
that she had mentioned something
about the cowslip roots that her niece
had gathered for him at the Widow’s
request. You see, she knew about
Amos’ earlier experiences with the big
beaver, and had given considerable
serious thought to the old bachelor’s
problem, as many good neighborly
Maine widows often do.
Rousing immediately from his fire
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side meditation, Amos began to search
for the long-forgotten bait. He un
earthed a dusty-looking mason jar
behind three rows of preserved
peaches. There was no doubt about
it, here were the cowslip roots, pre
served in a mild solution of sugar and
water.
Not waiting for the rain to let up,
Amos donned his storm clothes and
set out to prepare an especially tempt
ing trap for the great beaver. With
elaborate care, he placed a little bunch
of the yellow cowslip roots and ar
ranged one of his most deceiving sets.
He used for the first time the only
one he owned of a new type trap, re
puted to have far above average
strength. Reviewing the entire set
up with some satisfaction, Amos
trudged back to camp through the
sleet and rain.
It was the night before Christmas.
Amos was not a particularly devoted
or sentimental man but he did permit
his thoughts to wander on this holi
day eve to the prowess of Ephumia
Boothby and her good works on the
black iron range in the tidy kitchen at
West Forks. This glow of optimism
and expansive mood did not last long,
however, for Amos, practical man
that he was, turned all frivolous
thoughts aside. Filling the great box
stove with six large chunks of red
oak wood, Amos crept between the
rough wool blankets and slept.
C h r i s t m a s m o r n in g dawned fair,
cold and windy. Amos rustled up the
big wood heater and then started for
the little spring just behind camp for
a fresh pail of water. Force of habit
caused him to fill the coffee pot and
move it ahead over the hottest cover
before he stepped out of the cabin in
to the early morning stillness. Half
way to the spring, Amos remembered
the special set with unusual bait that
he had placed on the nearby flowage
late in the afternoon before. Leav
ing the water bucket beside the trail
he shifted course and crunched over
through a moisture softened crust to
the nearby beaver pond.
Approaching the “ special” set first,
Amos glanced downward through the
black rain-softened ice. For a mo
ment he saw nothing, and then, ad
justing his eyes to the under-water
semi-darkness, he saw a slight move
ment.
Lowering his face almost
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against the ice, Amos grew tense . . .
and then shouted a great shout to the
wilderness at what he saw! Strug
gling feebly, but firmly caught in the
cowslip root set, was a tremendous
beaver!
As he rolled from side to side, near
ly drowned but still trying to free
himself, Amos saw a white spot on
the side of his head! There was no
doubt about this! He'd caught Old
Spot Head!!
Grasping the top of the pole above
the trap and ice level, Amos found it
to be too solidly frozen in the hard
surface to remove without tools.
Flushed with excitement, he swung
around and started for camp in a “ dog
trot” to get an axe and retrieve his
long-sought prize. In a state of high
excitement over the end of the chase
Amos started straight across the
beaver flowage.
Forgetting that the previous day’s
rain and rising waters had weakened
much of the ice on moving streams,
Amos continued in a direct line past
the beaver colony house and toward
the camp shore. Twenty feet from
the big colony house and almost di
rectly over the deep channel, his foot
ing suddenly gave away!
Amos
dropped into eight feet of icy water!
Momentarily stunned by the shock
of immersion, Amos lunged for the
jagged edge of the hole around him.
It crumbled again beneath his weight.
Several minutes passed. Again and
again, the old trapper tried to worm
himself up onto the ice at the edge of
the break. His feet and legs began
to feel numb. Again he tried, and
failed. A great drowsiness started to
creep over him. He thought of the
warm days on Moosehead in June . . .
the Widow Boothby . . . Old Spot
Head . . . and his cozy fireside at camp.
He felt faint and the trees leaning
over the ice-covered pond seemed to
blend into one large gray shadow
against the clear cold sky.
Suddenly his feet struck something.
It felt like a pile of logs or poles. In
stinctively, Amos realized that this
must be part of the food-wood pile
that he had returned to the colony.
The cold from the icv waters seemed
to penetrate more— even to his brain.
Almost automatically Amos started
to kick and weave with what strength
he had left. Slowly, with his feet, he
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worked one of the poles loose. Reach
ing downward, he gradually worked it
upward through the hole and above
the ice. Knowing full well that his
time had nearly run out, Amos forced
his semi-paralyzed legs to free an
other and then tried to work it up
ward.
His circulation had nearly
stopped.
Amos had always wondered, in his
simple and direct way, just what
death would be like. He thought of
Old Spot Head, only some sixty feet
away, slowly dying in the same icy
waters. Ironical, wasn’t it, that they
were both about to die, and at ap
proximately the same moment.
S u m m o n i n g e v e r y bit of his re
maining energy, in sort of a second
wind, Amos painfully edged the sec
ond food-wood pole out onto the ice.
Grasping one in either hand he tried
to pull himself out onto the firm ice,
but failed. Again he tried. Resting
a moment and realizing that a total
black numbness was nearly upon him,
Amos tried once more and barely
made the surface of the frozen pond.
Resting momentarily, Amos real
ized that he must continue to move on
or still fail in his fight for life itself.
A brisk wind howled down the valley
and the thermometer stood at 7 de
grees F. Alternately crawling and
staggering Amos slowly worked his
way toward the cabin.
Ten minutes later, his knees show
ing bare through torn and frozen
trousers and with hands dripping
red from ice and crust cuts, the old
guide opened the cabin door. The
smell of hot coffee greeted him above
the vigorous warmth of a roaring fire.
Amos collapsed on a tattered deerskin
rug beside the stove. An extreme
heat radiated by the big box stove
brought strength rapidly back to the
old man. At the approximate moment
that he was again about to doze off
from sheer exhaustion, he suddenly
sat upright on the rough cabin floor.
OLD SPOT HEAD!!
Wavering to his feet, Amos grabbed
the camp axe and, still in his wet
clothes, staggered out into the icy
wind again. Icicles formed instantly
on his grey beard and along the legs
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of his dripping wet trousers. Arriv
ing at the “ pole set” where the big
beaver was imprisoned Amos cut a
large hole in the ice.
With trembling hands he pulled the
set, bringing pole, trap and Old Spot
Head to the level of the ice in one
motion. Hastily he felt •f the great
beaver. The animal was still warm
. . . but very still. Turning him over
to inspect the white spot at close
range, the old trapper felt a faint
pulse of life in the quiet wet beaver.
Amos stroked the big soggy animal a
number of times in a crude form of
artificial
respiration.
Subfreezing
winds were again bringing a dizzy
numbness to Amos, but he knelt on
the ice and continued his strange
caressing. A few minutes later Old
Spot Head moved slightly. In an
other minute or two, he opened one
eye and looked groggily at Amos.
The old trapper bent down and
gently released the steel trap. For a
long moment he and the great beaver
stared at one another in the icy gale.
Then, Old Spot Head, grandfather of
all the beaver clan, slowly eased him
self down through the hole in the ice
and disappeared.
Two lone tears
trickled down Amos’ leathery face as
he turned and walked haltingly back
toward the cabin fireside.
Nearly two hours later, full of hot
coffee, bacon and eggs, sitting beside
the square wood heater, Amos’
thoughts centered upon the rest of
that yellow cowslip root in the quart
mason jar. Flinging on his heavy
reefer, he took the partially filled jar
of lily roots and tramped down to the
hole where Old Spot Head had gone
to his freedom.
Tying the rest of the cowslip bait
to a pole, but with no trap attached,
Amos lowered it into the water. After
standing for several minutes, gazing
toward the bottom of the pool, Amos
abruptly spun around and started
back to the cabin. A quiet, contented
smile slowly spread across the old
guide’s weatherbeaten face. Tonight
he was going to have another batch of
“ flapjacks” . . . with some of the
Widder Boothby’s special m a p l e
syrup.
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Yarmouth
By

L o u is e A . R ogers

going to tell you a story
Of a place that stands to-day:
A little town called Yarmouth
On the shores of Casco Bay.
t ’m

There are no tall, grand buildings
Which tower to meet the sky,
But beautiful elms and maples
Give shade to each passerby.
A little winding river
Rushes to meet the sea;
Hills and dales and woods and fields
As pretty as can be.
A long main street with little stores;
A library and movie hall;
Churches and schools and community
field
Where we watch a good game of ball.
This is the place that I call home
Just as it stands to-day;
A little town called Yarmouth
On the shores of Casco Bay.
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Aligned
By

L il l ia n

M.

Ow en

Hi used to sort his lumber carefully,
Eliminate the bad and stack the
good;
And he would run his hands caress
ingly
Along the pine and oak and walnut
wood.
And when he built, he built pains
takingly;
His calloused hands worked lovingly
to bring
Miracles of precisions, and always,
He never failed to build a perfect
thing.
For in his hands he held truth visible,
And through precision he could be
absolved;
For with each stroke he made with
plane and saw,
His conscience and his honor were
involved.
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Shaker Bell
(A lfred)
By

A delbert

P.

By

F l o r e n c e A lb e r t a W a l e s

him how to cast the line—
^B u t don’t be too explicit
Lest to find adventure out,
With overcare, he miss it.
chow

Ja k e m a n

Shaker bell on Shaker Hill
A Rings out its ancient rime,
Though Shaker hands have long been
still
And have no need of time.

/t ' HE

It sounds across the lake and stream,
It echoes through the wood;
The melody is like a dream,
The song it sings is good.
It teaches all who linger here
A lesson all must know:
That Sabbath peace is ever near
And Sabbath ways are slow.
Let hearts grow weary of the way,
Let footsteps wander far:
A distant bell calls night and day,
More certain than a star.

The Hermit
By

Boy With His First Line

L o u is e D a r c y

lives alone, but take no thought
for him.
His life is filled and welling to the
brim
tte

With all the things he loves to dwell
beside—
The distant woods, the open fields so
wide
That stretch away in friendship from
his door.
He has companions daily by the
score:
A flock of crows that harshly cries
its song;
A timid doe that shyly steps along;
Small things of wood and field and
grass
Who meet him everywhere that he
must pass.

Let him try the shallow’s depth—
And make his own selection
Of the fly he’d like to test
To prove his own discretion.
Take him where the trout are biting;
Help him to unsnarl the hook—
And find that satisfaction’s
Something in a pan to cook.

“And Voyages Begun”
By

M ar g a r e t

B rew ster

C hard

the thought of him, who met
the flame
Of truth unarmored, and received its
light
Within the still oasis of a heart
Outreaching deepest drouth. Gently
his name,
Breathed in the requiems of summer,
goes
From dogwood shroud to cradled
autumn rose.
z"'' e n t l e

A desert is in bloom, remembering
him.
Mourning, we drown in shadow, dare
not drink
The cup that stayed his burning
brief, nor look
Upon his friend, the flesh-destroying
sun.
(Wells in the wilderness remember
him.)
To me, his child, his presence was a
book
Of planets and sheer venturesome de
light.
His shining was my home against the
night.

He lives alone but knows not loneli
ness,
Guarded by nature, warmed by her
caress.

Gentle the words remembered from
his lips;
His strength the mute white majesty
of ships
Beyond the reefs, and voyages begun
Through tropic exiles, and cool har
bors won.

(From The Winged Word, copyright 1948
by Sheldon Christian.)

(From The Winged Word, copyright 1948
by Sheldon Christian.)
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Renascence

To a Beachcombing Bird

By E dith E. K ing -F isher

(The Green Heron, a Tidewater
Scavenger)

the last ripe fruit has fallen
And the twisted houghs are
bare,

txzh en

vv

The heait turns back with longing
To the time it knew no care:
“ Would that I had not planted,
Nor ever looked for fruit,
That I should not now be weeping
When the summer birds are mute.
“ Leaf and flower and apple—
These were good to see;
But what have I left for loving
On an empty, barren tree?”

So the lonely heart, lamenting,
Wails that its love is vain,
That it toils from spring to autumn
Only to garner pain.
Yet the delicate shoot it tended
Has grown up staunch and strong
To endure the burden of winter
When snow lies heavy and long,
Till the sap at its life-core quickens
Feeling the hour draw near
When again it shall put forth flowers,
And the fruit of another year.
(From The Winged Word, copyright 1948
by Sheldon Christian.)

By A lbert W arner D owling
t

east

circumspect of
most maligned.

birds,

and

Scant is the praise you’ve had from
any source,
And rightly so— for few would be in
clined
To celebrate in verse a bird so coarse.
The rivermen, who know your spitefilled eye,
Have labelled you a tramp and para
site ;
And they abhor your frenzied, raffish
cry
That connotates your vicious appe
tite.
Considering your ceaseless search for
food,
Your roguish actions and your knav
ish gait,
Your piercing squawk, your lack of
pulchritude—
Your reputation’s but a proper fate.
So prowl the swamps and beaches
with scant fame,
A bird with little reason for ac
claim !

Ebb Tide
By A lison T homson

/-phere
A

on the
above

windswept

strand,

The mark left by the highest wave,
We found a sea bird, webbed feet
sprawled,
Wings dragging, head erect and
brave.
Secure from seething of the surf
She waited, snowy plumage bright,
Warmed by the crimson setting sun.
As with the incoming of this night
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The tide ebbed from the fluted shells,
The light ebbed from her gallant
eyes,
And when we came that way again,
Her head lay on the sand. No cries
Of wheeling gulls will stir her now,
Except her spirit, strong-winged, soar
Across the reef. Soft feathers drift
In clouds of foam along the shore.
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time again around
■L the Cracker* Barrel and we con
fess to a nostalgia for the oldtime
Christmas so many Maine folks cher
ished — perhaps some still do — the
kind of Christmas when a wide-eyed
youngster, plunging his fist to the toe
of his stocking, brought up a large
orange delightedly, instead of expect
ing a complete replica of the Maine
Central Railroad — a Christmas pre
ceded by evenings of hastily-done
supper dishes, and a rush to stringing
popcorn and cranberries for tree dec
orations (no Christmas lights and
blown fuses to cope with) to finishing
hand-knit socks for the family, and
fashioning Christmas wreaths and
garlands for the house—mornings of
furious activity in kitchens redolent
of spices.
Pumpkin pies, mince pies, plum
puddings, cranberry sauce— all took
their places on loaded shelves to be
devoured by appreciative family
groups come the holiday. Then came
Christmas Day and the merry jingle
of bells on frosty air, as sleighs and
pungs full of relatives converged on
the farmhouse yard.
Yes, we feel sorry for those who
celebrate Christmas the modern way
and count its joys in a material way.
If we could, we would take ourselves
to one of those cozy old Cape Cod

J 'T ' is C hristmas
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houses snuggled among the snow
drifts somewhere in the Maine hills.
There we would busy ourselves in
the kitchen as grandmother used to
do; and we would hie ourselves too,
to the woodlot to cut and drag in our
own tree and yule log, and feel we
were celebrating Christmas in the
true spirit, with simplicity.
We
know that it would leave us with a
feeling as sparkling as the crystalline
blanket of new snow spread on the
tops of firs and on the land and
rocks from Aroostook to the Atlantic.
Maine in Winter is a wondrous
time, whether you watch the moving
purple shadows on snow-covered Katahdin, or listen to the musical tinkle
of icy birch boughs stirred in a faint
breeze.
One snowshoes into the
woods, leaving a lacy pattern in soft
snow, and you see the imprint of the
rabbit, whose tracks weave before
you. The bark of the fox is clear on
the cold air, and bluejays scold in
noonday sun.
Thousands of Christmas trees left
Maine on trucks and trains, and still
mile on mile of Maine’s evergreens
stretch before you— spired tops, white
and glinting in the sun. Soon gaycolored fish houses will dot rivers and
lakes from Duck Trap Stream to
Highland Lake. A stream of cars
will pass over icebound Washington
County lakes from Dobsis to Grand
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Lake to spend Sundays fishing. Near
Gardiner, as in other spots, fast
horses will race on lake and river ice.
Down the slopes of Quoggy Joe,
Camden, Rangeley, Bauneg Beg and
other skiers’ haunts like Bridgton
and Bethel, fleet, colorful figures will
skim— for Maine is as much a Win
ter Vacationland as a summer one.
W e hear that Maine societies are
busy with winter meetings, and al
ready a few alert secretaries have
notified us of schedules. In Wor
cester, the State of Maine Club held
its annual meeting Nov. 12, presided
over by Mrs. Lawrence Averrill.
Over four hundred people make up
the club, organized about forty years
ago.
The Maine Women’s Club of New
York held its opening meeting at the
New Yorker, Oct. 9. Miss Beulah
Withee of Benton Falls is president,
with Isabel Whittier of Brunswick,
secretary.
On Nov. 19, over 100 members
of Providence’s Pine Tree Society
greeted Arthur Eldridge of the Bu
reau at Trinity Methodist Union
Church in Providence. Mrs. Edith
Woodard made program arrange
ments, and Bill Hatch’s color pictures
of Maine, shown by Arthur, were
enthusiastically received.
Sometimes Maine natives establish
resorts in other places. In 1911 Alex
Phillips, formerly of Bluehill, estab
lished Rainbow Lodge at Alta Lake,
B. C., which he recently sold for
$100,000 in order to retire, and write
his second book (author of the
“ Crimson West” ).
In Beverly Hills, Dr. Norman Crane
of Winter Harbor carries on a busy
practice. At Seattle, Millinocket na
tive, Donald J. LeGassey, is with the
Great Western Division of Dow
Chemical. Eastport native and Col
by alumna, June Totman Peters is
radio operator of the “ Tanker Skandanavia” , Norwegian ship chartered
to the Texas Company. In Houston,
Texas, Timothy Osborne of Waterville, is an announcer for Station
KTHT.
An article in the November Radio
Mirror and Television features Dr.
Rudolph Ringwall, son of the Knute
Ringwalls of Bangor. Dr. Ringwall,
who conducts a delightfully informal
Sunday afternoon radio program over
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WGAR, is associate conductor of the
Cleveland Symphony Orchestra.
Recently Bangor native, Artemus
E. Weatherbee was promoted to an
important Government post— Assist
ant Chief of the Allowance Branch
of the State Department’s Division of
Foreign Affairs.
It seems that all the news we col
lect refutes
historian
Toynbee’s
claims about Maine people, for just
now we learn of another signal honor
paid a Maine native son, for Major
General Bryant E. Moore of Ells
worth has just been appointed head
of West Point Military Academy.
Speaking of history reminds us
that Miss Ina Jordan of Seal Harbor
has for many years headed the ex
cellent history department of Man
chester, N. H.’s, large Central High
School.
Recently John N. Kane, Frankfort
native, was elected vice president of
Kellogg Sales Company.
He also
will continue in his capacity as east
ern division sales manager, making
his home in Bronxville.
Dr. Louise Bates Ames, formerly
of Portland is assistant professor of
Child Development at Yale Univer
sity and also is Curator, Yale Films,
Child Development.
Manager of the V. A. Hospital at
Livermore, California, is Dr. William
Adrian Cassidy, Bangor native.
We are delighted to get newsy
items on what our Maine natives are
doing elsewhere, so won’t our readers
please help by sending the news?
G oing our rounds we have as
usual made some new discoveries, for
at Winterport we met Wesley
Brevetson, with an excellent back
ground of maritime service and ma
rine engineering, engaged in building
a revolutionary welded steel barge,
called “ The Tiny Tanker” .
Now
Sargent and Lord of Portland has
the first of these ready to rush
around Portland Harbor fueling
ships.
Those who attended Eastern States
Exposition admired the reception
lounge, and appreciated the fine
craftsmanship revealed in the excel
lent antique reproductions of Edward
Gordon of Rockland’s Woodcraft, Inc.,
shop on Tillson Avenue. The furni
ture lover will revel in a visit there.
When we called Mr. Gordon was de
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signing a graceful new lowboy suffi
ciently small to use as an end table—
but one could find anything from
miniature Welch dresser wall shelves
to canopy beds, and Mr. Gordon will
design modern furniture, too.
We think that a visit to the Old
Academy Handcrafters
(Lawrence
and Margaret Doore) Paris Hill, a
pleasant experience. Versatile crafts
men, they offer hand-blocked lunch
eon sets, hand-loomed tweeds, and
linen and excellent home-grown herb
mixtures as well as an especially at
tractive footstool in a charming shop
in their little red house.
We take time out to wonder how
many people ever go to beautiful
Paris Hill—one-time home of Hanni
bal Hamlin— a charming white colo
nial village with a superb view of the
Presidential Range. We recommend
a trip here on a clear blue Winter
day, perhaps stopping for dinner at
Poland Spring or South Paris Inn
en route.
One Fall day we chanced upon the
boat building enterprise of Kenneth
Priest, just off route 3 in Palermo.
Here on a tiny farm, three types of
excellently constructed boats are per
sonally built to order by Mr. Priest.
It always pleases us when we can
buy nationally - known yard goods
straight from the mill here in Maine,
so we were delighted to discover
Lincolnfield Mills, makers of fine
gabardines operating a retail shop at
their Lincoln factory.
We just discovered that one of our
favorite places, the Brick Store Mu
seum in Kennebunk, is now selling
the crafts and paintings of those of
its members who welcome a local out
let. We were especially delighted to
find the remarkably clever and ver
satile work of artist Marcile Stalter
of Eliot, whose study of the horse re
sults in some beautifully detailed
drawings and paintings — collectors’
items these and tiny prices.
If you are looking for nice mellow
cheese, take a trip to Springfield and
visit Butterfield’s General Store, cor
ner Routes 169 and 16. This store
has been in the same family for 120
years at the same location. Can any
other store in Maine beat the record?
At Calais in the friendly office of
Editor Randall of the Calais Adver
tiser, we recently met H. E. Lamb,
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who is the well-informed, witty his
torian of the St. Croix region. A
visit with Mr. Lamb is essential to
fully appreciate the wealth of his
toric background in Washington
County. His sketches appear quite
regularly in the Advertiser.
T his F all quite*a flood of Maine
books has come from the publishers,
but none better than Henry Beston’s
“ Northern Farm” to help one savor
Maine’s special qualities season by
season. We wonder how many city
dwellers will read it, realize their fu
tile existence, pack and leave prompt
ly for Maine, for we have long been
appreciative that our Maine novelists
as well as our realtors do a grand
selling job in attracting new resi
dents.
For instance this Fall, Howard
Hayman, formerly of Virginia, told
us the reason he decided to locate a
sporting camp on the Maine-New
Brunswick border, was the enthusi
asm he felt for the woods after read
ing Louise Dickinson Rich’s “ We
Took To The Woods” .
To add to the joy of long Winter
evenings by the fireside there is Wil
liam Rowe’s splendid “ Maritime His
tory of Maine” , Mary Ellen Chase’s
new book on an early Maine parson’s
life; Helen Hamlin’s “ Pine, Potatoes
and People”— an excellent descriptive
book of Aroostook; and too, we have
enjoyed “ As Maine Goes” , the picture
book laced together with familiar
Maine humor by the Misses Dunham
and Smith.
Occasionally we are heartened by
our readers taking the trouble to
write us. We’d like to quote from a
recent letter from Mrs. Walter Hart,
Wood-Ridge, New Jersey, who really
loves her Maine summers at Cobbosseecontee.
Says Mrs. Hart, “ Your Autumn
number is certainly jammed from
‘kiver to kiver’ with interesting news
and pictures. We have been summer
residents of Maine for almost twenty
years, so have seen many of the
places you picture, and more. Start
ing at the front cover, the Chief was
easily recognized, since we have seen
and heard him at the Sportsmen’s
Shows— also the Perry Greenes and
the Chinooks.
Fisherman’s Fair
brings memories of a luscious bake
on a golden day and the first sight of
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a huge tuna hauled up onto Fisher
men’s Wharf.
“ One could not forget the simple
beauty of Head Tide Church over
looking the valley, nor Open House
at Wiscasset, Camden the Beautiful,
its flowering lamp posts; Damariscotta, its nice homes and shore din
ners.
Trips to Orr’s and Bailey
Islands, sunsets over Androscoggin
Lake as seen from Morrison Heights,
bean suppers, square dances — the
view from Eustace Ridge, coming
from a week of trout fishing at Tim
Pond Camps — the beauty of the
mountains and the lakes in the

Rangeley section and the Arnold
Trail to Quebec, the loveliness of
Mount Desert and its harbors — we
had an exciting trip in a commercial
lobster boat, hauling between Seal
and Bar Harbor, and although a bit
smelly, considered it well worth con
sorting with herring bait. It was
sad to see so many trees destroyed
by fire, but certainly Bar Harbor is
anything but ‘burned down’ as so
many believed. Continued success to
your fine magazine, The Pine Cone.”
We thank you, Mrs. Hart, and now
please, will our other readers write
us, too?

“Maine Quiz” Answers
Answers to the questions on Page 18 of this issue are
listed below. They are from “The Length and Breadth
of Maine,” privately published and sold at $5 by Stanley
B. Attwood, city editor of the Lewiston Daily Sun, Lew
iston, Maine.
(Let us know how many you were able to answer—
without looking.— Ed.)

ANSWERS
1— Township 1, Range 1, North of
the Waldo Patent, Sowadabscook,
Wheelersborough.
2— Maximum depth 316 feet.
3— Four, the Little,
Shorthorn,
Longhorn, and Staghorn Sculpin.
4— 121.4 miles.
5— Farmington, Belfast, Alfred.
6— Maine has 37 Bog Brooks.
7— Stoneham, with 18,150 acres or
28.36 square miles.
8— Bakerstown is the ancient name
for the territory which includes
Poland, Minot, Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and parts of Otisfield and
Casco; also, a former name for
Moscow township.
9— In Cranberry Isles township.
10— Mountain Brook Pond in Bowdoin
College Grant.
11— Yes. The Whooper Swan and
Whistling Swan.
12— The Showy Lady’s Slipper, an
outstanding beauty among Amer
ican wildflowers.
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13— Talc, Topaz. There are eleven in
all, including Tourmaline, Titanite, Thomsonite, etc.
14— Umbagog Lake has an area of
15.8 square miles or 10,112 acres.
15— Twelve.
16— A pass or high ravine between
mountain peaks. The only one
so named on a Maine map is
Carlo Col in Riley township, Ox
ford county.
17— Freedom, Liberty.
18— A salt water fish. Maine has
four species.
19— St. John, St. Croix, Penobscot,
Kennebec, Androscoggin, Saco.
20— Not 365, as often stated, but 121
as shown on the U. S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey map No. 315.
21— Chemquassabamticook.
Al so
known as Ross Lake.
22— Sugarloaf Mountain (4,237 feet)
in Crockertown, Franklin county.
23— Welokennabacook.
24— Southeast of Long and Hope
Islands in Casco Bay.
25— From Gorham to Bridgton.
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to a mild Winter—
so say exponents of the old
school of weather - casting.
The
breast bone of our Thanksgiving tur
key was rusty brown, a sure sign,
they say of light snows . . . the whit
er the bone, the more snow.
A long-time resident of Sebago
Lake points to the water level.
“ Never see a hard winter when the
water’s low,” he says, “ and I’ve nev
er seen it lower than now.” (Late
rains have brought water levels in
Maine back to more nearly normal.—
Ed.)
As late as the second week end in
October I saw robins and sparrows
arguing over “ who’s next” in the
bird-bath on my aunt’s lawn in
Dexter. The red and gold falling
leaves looked like an anachronism of
nature.
The streets of Portland still see
topcoat-clad shoppers and business
folk. I’ve shaken the wrinkles and
moth balls out of my winter regalia,
but still cling to the fall coat at the
cost of only an occasional shiver at
the bus stop at night.
Gay-colored lights strung across
Congress Street and Christmas deco
rations in stores and shops have the
air of a Valentine received on the
Fourth of July. No one is yet quite
ready to accept the fact that the mid
winter holiday season is upon us.

A

ll s i g n s p o in t

H o l id a y
p l a n n in g
comes hard
when prefaced by an October and No
vember that’s a repeat of spring
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mildness and — worse luck! — spring
rains by the weekful. But planning
there is to be done, and the sooner at
it the better, for holidays are busy
days as well as gay days.
The custom of open house is a pop
ular one. The friendly informality of
come-and-go visits is a happy addi
tion to holiday festivities. Add them
to the usual schedule of family din
ners, and you conclude that, true as
home is where the hearth is, most of
the holiday fun starts where the
kitchen is.
The demand of party menus is a
wide one, so here’s a little bit of
everything on that score.
H o l id a y d in n e r s invariably have
one thing in common — potatoes.
Nothing can improve on smooth,
brown baked “ spuds” , but even the
most confirmed of us seek an occa
sional change. So . . .
. . . for Valentine’s Day, “ Queen of
Hearts Potatoes” :
2 egg yolks, well
beaten
1 quart seasoned
mashed potatoes

2 egg whites,
beaten
Pimiento

stiffly

Add egg yolks to mashed potatoes and
beat until light and fluffy. Drop by spoon
fuls on greased baking sheet, top with a
swirl of egg whites, sprinkle with paprika
and top with pimiento hearts.
Bake in
hot
oven
(400°
P.)
until
delicately
browned. Serves 8.
Substituting an after-baking garnish of
parsley wreaths and cinnamon candy “ber
ries” , they become “ St. Nicholas Pota
toes” ; or a cherry-and-leaf garnish honors
George on Washington’s birthday.
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. . . for any day, oven-done French
Frieds:

. . . or plates piled high with warm
squares of Spicy Gingerbread:

Cut 6 potatoes as for French Frieds.
Soak in ice water for an hour or longer,
drain.
Arrange potatoes in pan greased
with 1 tablespoon of salad oil.
Sprinkle
2 tablespoons of salad oil over the potatoes.
Bake in a hot oven (450° to 500° F.) for
30 minutes or until golden brown.
Salt
generously. Serves 6.
These are a real challenge to the deepfat French Frieds, especially since lard in
quantities, like all else, has reached the
“ expensive” bracket.
Also, oven French
Frieds don’t require the minute-by-minute
watching of the deep-fat kettle.

2 eggs
2 tsp. ginger
% c. brown sugar
1 Vz tsp. cinnamon
% c. molasses
Vi tsp. cloves
% c. shortening
Vz tsp. nutmeg
2 V2 c. flour
2 tsp. baking powder
1 c. boiling water
2 tsp. soda
Beat the eggs thoroughly and add the
brown sugar, molasses and melted short
ening.
Sift together the flour, soda and
spices and combine with the other mix
ture.
Add the boiling water the last
thing, stir well and bake at 350° F. until
a knife inserted comes out clean.

Old- fashioned cookbooks y i e l d
cakes, cookies, tarts and goodies ga
lore for the open-house buffet or din
ner desserts. So . . ,
. » . for open house, afternoon snacks
or evening refreshments, tangy Sar
dine Appetizers:
Vi c. mashed sar- 1 Vz tbsp. mayondines
naise
1 tbsp. minced pi- Vz tbsp. lemon juice
miento
Squares of toast
3 tbsp. chopped
olives
Slices of stuffed olives
Add the lemon juice to the mayonnaise
and mix with the mashed sardines, pimiento and chopped olives.
Spread on
toasted bread and garnish with sliced
olives.

. . . or old-fashioned “ Apple Trifle” :
5 tbsp. sugar
1 /1 6 tsp. salt
1 c. sliced apples
1 c. milk, scalded
2 eggs
V2 tsp. vanilla
1 c. dry cake crumbs
Sprinkle 2 tbsp. sugar over apples and
let set while custard cooks.
Beat eggs;
add remaining sugar and salt. Add milk
slowly.
Cook in double boiler until mix
ture coats a metal spoon.
Add vanilla.
Place half of crumbs in a serving bowl;
cover with apples; pour on custard. Top
with remaining crumbs, pressing them into
the custard. Cover; chill for at least two
hours.
Serves four.
For individual servings, trifle can be
chilled in sherbet or cocktail glasses, fancy
molds or tart shells of crisp pastry.

. . . or a midwinter surprise of Blue
berry Tarts:
1 No. 2 can blue- Vs tsp. salt
berries (in syrup) 1 tbsp. butter
3 tbsp. sugar
1 tbsp. lemon juice
2 tbsp. cornstarch
6 baked tart shells
Drain blueberries. Mix sugar, cornstarch
and salt in saucepan. Add water to blue
berry juice to make 1 cup ; add sugar mix
ture.
Cook 15 to 20 minutes until thick
and clear, stirring constantly.
Remove
from heat; add lemon juice and butter;
fold in berries. Fill tart shells; bake in
hot oven (475° F.) about 5 minutes.
Serve plain or garnished with whipped
cream or meringue.
We serve these with three cheers for
modern canning and freezing methods by
which we can enjoy Maine’s summer pro
duce of fruits and vegetables all winter
long!
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. . . or mounds of crisp old-fashioned
Ginger Snaps:
1 c. molasses
1 tbsp. ginger

2 tbsp. butter
1 tsp. soda
Flour
Boil the molasses and add the butter,
ginger and soda.
While still hot add
enough flour to make the batter stiff
enough to roll out. Roll very thin before
cutting.
Bake in a hot oven about 15
minutes until crisp and lightly browned.
A “ snap” to make!

. . . or
Bread” :
4
1
1
2
1
1

real

old-time

“ Bishop’s

eggs, separated
Pinch of salt
c. sugar
1 tsp.vanilla
c. flour
Powdered sugar
tsp. baking powder
c. raisins
c. almonds,
blanched and
chopped

Beat yolks of eggs until light and lemoncolored ; then add sugar, and cream well.
Add vanilla.
Sift the dry ingredients to
gether and stir into the egg mixture. Add
the nuts and raisins. Fold in stiffly beat
en egg whites.
Pour into buttered pan
and bake in a moderate oven (350° F.)
for 20 minutes.
While cake is still hot.
cut into squares and cover with powdered
sugar. The squares may be sprinkled with
cinnamon or nutmeg, too, to make ’em
extra good.

C hristmas , the New Year, St. Val
entine’s Day . . . at least one of our
holidays brings family and friends
together for a traditional holiday-eve
dinner. Christmas Eve’s roast pork
is the one at our house, and there’s
always the question of what to do
with the apples besides applesauce.
So . . .
. . . for a change, and it’s just as
easy, we try Apple Rings:
1 c. sugar

1 c. water
Red apples

Boil sugar and water together for 10
minutes.
Wash and core apples (but do
not peel them !) and cut in one-inch
slices. Drop into the syrup and cook until
soft. If, in spite of all of your good ef
forts to get the reddest apples, the rings
still look pale, add enough red cinnamon
candies just before cooking is finished to
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deepen the color.
Serve with sprigs of
mint . . . just the thing for the "red and
green” holiday !

. . . or use apples in the salad with
your pork dinner:
Since salads are the perfect example of
individuality of taste, the one best bet is
a list of the most popular combinations
I’ve encountered.
The golden rule again
. . . never peel a salad apple. If possible,
several varieties of apples should be used
to take advantage of the natural color
scheme in their peelings. Here’s the list—
there’s bound to be one to please your
folks :
Diced apples, shredded carrots and celery
Diced apples, pineapple, bananas, chopped
nuts
Diced apples, marshmallow bits, dried rai
sins, iigs or dates
Diced apples, cottage cheese, chopped nuts
Sliced apples, avocado, oranges and mara
schino cherries
Diced apples, shredded cabbage, raisins,
lemon juice
The combinations are practically with
out number, And, if you’re like me, you'll
still take a little of this plus a little of
that, and come with one of your own.
Apple salads may be blended with may
onnaise, salad dressing, or French Dress
ing. Mayonnaise or salad dressing may be
thinned with cream or fruit juice.

P erhaps Twelfth Night brings
roast beef to your dinner table in the
tradition of our English forebears.
How about following tradition all the
way through with Yorkshire Pudding
to go with it:
1 c. flour
1 c. milk

.2 eggs
!4 tsp. salt
Beef drippings
Sift flour and salt together. Beat eggs
well and add to flour, mixing well. Slowiy
add the milk and beat with egg beater for
about two minutes.
Thoroughly heat a
shallow pan and grease it with beef drip
pings. Pour in the batter about one-half
inch thick. Bake in a hot oven (430° F.)
for 20 minutes. Reduce heat to 400° and
bake 20 minutes longer.
Serve immedi
ately.

H oliday breakfasts are just as
much a part of the holiday scheme,
especially when there are house
guests on hand. It’s a double meas
ure of fun to start the day off with a
taste-tempting dish. So . . .
. . . for the “ egg-a-day” appetite, Egg
and Cheese Toast:
3 eggs, slightly
beaten
% c. milk
tsp. salt
Dash of pepper

1 tbsp. butter
Vs c. grated cheese
4 slices of toast
Tomato catsup

Combine eggs, salt, pepper and milk to
gether. Melt butter and pour in the egg
mixture, stirring constantly until eggs are
cooked.
Spread the toast with catsup,
heap each piece with scrambled eggs and
sprinkle generously with grated cheese.
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Place under broiler to brown and melt the
cheese.
Serve immediately.

. . . or, for the hearty New Eng
lander, Baked Beans and Cod Fish
Cakes:
2 c. cooked codfish 1 e. mashed potatoes
2 tbsp. melted
1 tbsp. cream
butter
1 egg
Soak the salt codfish over night in cold
w ater; drain and cook for one-half hour,
changing the water once.
Mix together
the cooked flsli and well mashed potato
and add butter and cream. Place in the
top of a double boiler until very hot. then
gradually add the well-beaten egg, beating
hard. Set aside to cool. Form into cakes
and fry until brown in deep fat, or brown
thoroughly in shallow fat.
These are fine codfish cakes for the cook
who has the time on a holiday A. M. be
fore her family lays siege to the breakfast
table.
Just in case some one appears
ahead of schedule, I’d keep a can of pre
pared cakes on hand. Then all you’ll have
to do is stir in a beaten egg and fry away.
Serve ’em with your favorite kind of
baked beans, with crisp rolls or toast on
the side.

F am ily mealtimes have a way of
sneaking up on us three times a day,
even during the preparations for the
holidays. That’s the time for the
“ quick ’n easy” if there ever was one,
like . . .
. . . a good Corn Chowder which can
be made hours in advance and heated
again when the time comes:
3 sliced onions
2 tbsp. chopped
2 c. diced potatoes
green pepper
Diced salt pork
2 tbsp. fat
2 tbsp. flour
1 tsp. salt
Dash of pepper
4 c. scalded milk
1 Vi c. corn
Chowder crackers
Combine diced salt pork, onions and
green pepper in a frying pan and cook
until brown.
Combine these in a sauce
pan with eorn, potatoes, salt, pepper, add
enough water to keep from burning and
cook until potatoes are soft. Melt fat, add
flour, making a paste, and when smooth,
add scalded milk.
Combine with cooked
ingredients, bring to the boiling point, sea
son to taste and serve immediately with
chowder crackers.

. . . a Meat Pie, king of the one-dish
meals:
1 diced onion
1 c. cooked peas
2 tbsp. butter
1 c. cooked carrots,
2 c. cooked meat,
diced or sliced
cut in good-sized 1 c. cooked diced po
tatoes
cubes
1 V\ c. milk or
1 tbsp. Worcester
gravy
shire sauce
lVz tbsp. flour
Salt
Brown the onion in the butter and add
the meat.
Sear well.
Remove meat and
onions from frying pan and add flour, milk
or gravy and Worcestershire sauce. Blend
well.
Grease a baking dish, fill with the
meat, vegetables and sauce, and cover with
a pastry top. Gash top to allow steam to
escape and seal edges with a fork. Bake
in a hot oven (450° F .) for a half hour.
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This is the long way ’round, too, though
for real honest-to-goodness old-time flavor
nothing beats the genuine.
However,
when time presses, we’re permitted a few
expedients without too much loss of touch
with the original.

in quantity. There’s just no limit to what
can be done with a can-opener !

. . . and a quick supper of Creamed
Finnan Haddie:

First, omit the potatoes from the pie
mixture and substitute a topping of
mashed potatoes for the pie crust (a good
way of using up the five or six left over
from last night’s dinner).
Then, instead
of cooking stew beef, any one of the many
varieties of canned, pre-cooked roast beef
will serve very well.
Gravies, peas and
carrots in the small No. 1 can are right

Take a good-sized piece of thick finnan
haddie and cut it in
%-inch pieces.
Plunge into a pint of boiling water for
five minutes, remove and drain. Place in
a small sauce pan about an ounce of but
ter and 2 tbsp. flour and stir briskly for
a minute or two until smooth.
Add 1
cup top milk and stir until it reaches the
boiling point.
Add fish and let simmer
for a few minutes to thicken well. Serve
hot with boiled potatoes.

June L. Maxfield, assistant in the
advertising department of the Union
Mutual Life Insurance Company of
Portland, adds the fourth mid-winter
holiday selection of old-time Maine
recipes to her PINE CONE series.

Her source is the collection of old
Maine recipes which the company has
compiled in its historical file aug
mented by old family recipes sent to
her by many readers.

S p o r t s m e n and vacationists who like to travel by air
are finding their way into some of the most beautiful and
attractive regions of the Pine Tree State through the
medium of Maine’s charter plane services. Several re
sort operators have their -planes, such as Romey Bates of
Sky Lodge, Jackman, and Milt Hall of Bradford Camps,
Munsungan Lake. With wilderness camps also on remote
lakes, such operators can take customers to places that
nobody else ever gets to, with guides and equipment mak
ing it possible to “ rough it deluxe” .
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Memories of Maine
By M arion Park

'j'H E mountains of Maine are covered with snow;
The trails are lost to v iew ;
But my memory goes back to those happy days
When I those trails once knew.
In memory I travel The Appalachian Trail
From Katahdin’s summit high,
Recalling each river and lake and stream,
Each view as we passed by.
Some trips were for work, and some were for fun,
But whatever the motive behind it,
A s I take each trip by the memory route
Fun is always predominate.
Each morning we’d rise with vigor renewed
To attack the task before us.
W e worked with a will, we walked with delight—
It all was pleasure for us.
A t camp each night, when the work was over
There was swimming and canoeing;
And when at times there were northern lights
Ah it was faith-renewing!
Since now I am naught but an armchair hiker,
W ith nostalgia I recall
The hours I spent on the trails in Maine
And relive them again each Fall.

Maine Christmas
'

By R osemary Clifford T rott

p i L L the bowls with steaming cider,
Pile the birch logs high,
W reathe the window frames with holly,
Let good friends stop by.

Village hills are frosted over,
Ice sheets deck the bay,
All the farm ’s aglow with Christmas
In the old Maine way.

Now the Grange hall sounds with laughter,
And the square’s alight
A s the strains of “ Hail, Lord Jesus”
Echo down the night.

